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•

Poverty (correlated somewhat with education).

•
•

Religious identity.
Other forms of identity (e.g., nationalism, religion, ethnicity).

•

Psychological maladies or propensities.
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Returning to identity…
•

Returning to identity…

Last time:
– Sources of identity.
– The layered, multiple and conflicting nature of personal
identity.
– The three I's.

What is the social
significance of identity?
That is, when identity is
not only personal but
collective?

The Positives
•

What Sen calls the "creative" or "constructive" aspects of identity.

Late August 2017…
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The Downside of Shared Identity

Collective and Shared Identity
•
•

Solidarity, bonding, belonging.
One basis of social capital:
– trust
– reciprocity
– shared values and norms

•

There's us …

•
•

… and there's them.
What if "they" are different?

•
•

What if times are tough?
Whom do we blame?

– mutual understanding

Sen: identity provides the ties
that bind us…
… and separate us.

What social functions does religion provide?
•

What about
religious identity?

•

Adapted from Gregg:
1.

It provides a meaningful framework for understanding the
world.

2.
3.

It links individuals together.
It legitimizes behavior.

When does religious observance transform into activism and,
potentially, violence?
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Religious Activism
•

•

The secularization thesis
notwithstanding, there is some
evidence that religious activism is on
the rise.
Arguments:

Observance à Activism à Violence?
•

– Challenge certain social practices.
– Change policies.
– Means: mobilize, utilize political opportunities, frame
messages.

– Huntington's "clash of civilizations"
thesis ("Islam’s borders are bloody
and so are its innards.")
– Modernization begets activism
(communications, democracy,
technology, globalization).
– Rapoport's fourth wave of
terrorism: organize the state
around religion.

– Examples:
• The Moral Majority (US 1980s)
• Catholic human rights activism in Latin America (1970s1980s)

Observance à Activism à Violence?
•

Fundamentalism
– A contested concept.
– Generally:
• Belief in religious text as the literal word of the deity
(deities).

Social movement activism:

Observance à Activism à Violence?
•

Fundamentalism
– Defenders of the "pure faith".
– Not necessarily violent, but can be.
– Moral virtue in breaking laws (church/mosque/etc above
state).

• Unambiguous beliefs and practices.
• Must return to uncorrupted faith and practices.
• Intolerant of different beliefs (including within the faith).
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